
Gritting her teeth, Tasha’Vel charged towards a nearby speeder on the battlefield and
leaped onto it.Throwing the lightbringer rider off, she prepared to speed against the
Children of Mortis’s lines. Shouting at the top of her lungs, she rallied what little warhost
men she had around her.

“We don’t have much time, but we need to bring these war machines down! Come with
me men and let’s give them something to talk about!”

Igniting her violet lightsaber with a crackling snap-hiss, she drew it up and pointed
towards the large shielded war machines that were still firing missiles.

“Let’s go!”

Hitting the accelerator, she sped forwards across the battlefield with several other
Warhost soldiers on speeder bikes towards these monstrous machines. She
maneuvered the vehicle past the fallen Warhost and Children of Mortis alike towards her
target. She wasn’t sure how to bring these things down, but she had to try. As she
neared, several lightbringers began to fire curved bolts from their rifles. Quickly moved
the vehicle out of the way of the firespray and kept going. A couple other speeders went
down as she continued. She was almost to the biggest war machine and could see the
large shield protecting the vehicle. Setting the speeder bike into the highest speed, she
set the vehicle to overload and at the last possible moment before impact, leaped off the
speeder and onto the ground. As the speeder crashed against the large shield, it
exploded against the vehicle, temporarily stopping the shield. Tasha’vel wasted no time
and sprinted through the opening and climbed up towards the main cockpit of the
vehicle. She threw her ignited violet lightsaber into the nearest seated Mortis soldier,
killing him as her blade arced inside the cockpit and killed the passenger seated next to
the pilot. Taking the blade back, she sheathed it as she pushed out the pilot’s corpse
from the seat and hopped in. There were many controls, looking out there were a
couple Warhost on the bottom that managed to make it.

“Hey does anyone know how to pilot one of these?” She yelled below to the two starting
to make their way up.

“I know how to pilot this.”

“Then get your ass up here and start firing at one of the other machines.”

“Yes, Mam!”



She jumped down as the pilot climbed aboard and turned the vehicle’s missile platform
towards one of the other Children of Mortis vehicles. Seeing a lightbringer on the missile
platform, Tasha’vel smiled as the missiles fired right through the lightbringer and sailed
towards one of the other siege weapons, passing through the shield and exploding into
the hull.

“That’s what I am talking about! Give them the nine hells soldiers.”

Saluting her, the men continued to fire upon the other siege machine until it exploded,
letting shrapnel and flying metal parts sink into some of the Children of Mortis soldiers.

“Keep going, there are still a few more out there!”

Using the controls, the warhost soldiers turned the war machine and began to move
closer to the second missile platform machine and started firing until it blew up.

“As long as we can keep this vehicle, perhaps we might be able to turn this war around.”


